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PROJECT METHODS

PROBLEM INTRODUCTION
Increasing
accessibility of
various forms of
technology by the
pediatric population

New challenge for families to
formulate and implement
healthy media use
boundaries

Seemingly
conflicting research
regarding pediatric
media use

Families have difficulty
determining which mediause boundaries are
appropriate for their family

Heavy statistics and
research regarding
screen time and
child development
Number of hours
spent using media is
influenced by
several factors

Meeting with stakeholders to discuss the problem and current office
protocols
Proposal of project to stake holders

Primary care providers can
be a bridge connecting
research and patient families
by offering evidence-based
knowledge in an easy-tounderstand manner

Creation and dissemination of PowerPoint to staff regarding the
“why” and “how” to implement the project

Primary care providers need
to be aware of the effect
socioeconomic status,
parental education, and
ethnicity on screen time
habits

Databases: CINAHL and
PubMed

EVALUATION
•

Keywords: negative
effects, positive
effects, screen, media,
socioeconomic status,
child, co-viewing

Screen Time and
the Parent-Child
Relationship

40 families completed the screen time questionnaire during the implementation period
Two providers – a certified pediatric nurse practitioner and pediatric physician –
completed an in-depth Likert scale questionnaire.
The results were as follows:

- 40 families completed the
questionnaire

- 92.5% of the families who completed

- 100% provider satisfaction with the
guidance and instruction offered
regarding implementation

- The NP recommended that fifteen- and
eighteen-months-old be added to the
age portion of the questionnaire
- Staffing shortages due to COVID-19 lead
to the questionnaire being forgotten 2030% of the time

- High satisfaction with the three-point
education system and ease of in-visit use
- Exam room fliers “grabbed attention”
from parents and were easy to give to
families of older children as well
- High parental receptiveness of AAP
recommendations
- Project to remain a part of the
practice’s culture for patients of all ages

Positive Effects of
Regular Screen
Time on the
Development of
Young Children

Questionnaire and
three-point education
system are still being
used within the practice

Potential for expansion
and implementation
elsewhere

CONCLUSIONS

Data synthesis and evaluation of project via provider Likert
assessment

•
•

Negative Effects of
Regular Screen
Time on the
Development of
Young Children

Project did not bring
excess stress or
difficulty in office flow

Implementation of project from May 2020 to August 2020 into a
rural pediatric primary care office

LITERATURE REVIEW

Recommendation
for Healthy Media
Use from the
American Academy
of Pediatrics

Screening tool allowed
for seamless
intervention

Review of the literature and current evidence-based research

Development of Pediatric Screen Time Questionnaire

Statistical
Discussion of
Varying Forms of
Media,
Socioeconomic
Status, Parental
Education,
Ethnicity, and
Pediatric Screen
Time

IMPACT ON PRACTICE

Implementation
of the project
went smoothly
for both the PNP
and MD

Screen time
questionnaire
and three-point
education
system were
successfully
implemented
within a
pediatric primary
care office

This project
could be
replicated and
performed
within other
offices and
healthcare
organizations

Future projects
may consider
including offices
serving larger
populations with
more varied
demographics

the questionnaire were white

- Exam room fliers did not capture the
attention of the children
- Lower-income, rural environment
impacted the receptiveness of some
families

Questionnaire and Educational Handout

